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 SowiDataNet
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1) THE GERMAN NATIONAL LANDSCAPE
FOR RDM SERVICES
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1.1 The German national landscape for RDM
On the level of universities (non subject-specific):
• Within the last years, at least seven universities adopted
policies on RD. Some also provide assistance in RDMtopics (e.g. competence centers or EU-offices).
•

In addition, some implemented university-wide RDinfrastructures to support researchers in RDM:
•
•
•
•
•

•

LMU Munich
University of Bielefeld
University of Heidelberg
University of Mannheim
TU Berlin

Also, the German Rectors’ Conference (HRK) asks the
universities to implement RD-Policies and RDM-support
at university level.
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1.2 The German national landscape for RDM
On the level of learned societies:
•

The learned societies for economics (German
Economic Association - VfS) and business
studies (German Association for Business
Research - VHB) name research data
management in their code of conduct.

•

“Research should be transparent and
comprehensible. The underlying assumptions
should be clear. For empirical work, the datasets
and programs used should be made available to
replicate the results, if legally possible.” (VfS)

•

The German Association for Business Research
(VHB) even published a detailed paper on how
to document and publish research data.
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1.3 The German national landscape for RDM
On the level of research data storage &
access:
Currently, the landscape subdivides in two
parts:
•

For large surveys and data provided by
federal statistical offices almost 30
specialised research data centres exist.

•

For the ‘long tail’ of research data
generated by projects and non-university
research institutes, currently almost no
storing opportunities for RD are
available.
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1.4. The German national landscape for RDM
DOI-Registration:
•

In Germany, the DOI-registration of research data is organised by
subject.

•

For social sciences’ research data the DOI-registration agency da|ra
(www.da-ra.de/en) takes over the task to mint PIDs for these resources.

•

da|ra is a member of the DataCite consortium.

•

Joint service of GESIS (Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences) & ZBW.

•

Currently 65 data centres and other customers.

•

To date, ~433.000 DOIs have been registered by da|ra.
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2) ZBW‘S APPROACH IN RDM
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2.1 Our principles in RDM…
Against the backdrop that ZBW is a specialist library with a national duty, our
general approach is characterised by a few principles:
• With our projects and services, we focus on organisations / institutions rather
than on single researchers,
• We act in close cooperation with the economic research,
• We orient ourselves to the needs of the community and seek constant
feedback from the target group,
• We work with rather than (only) for researchers,
• We act with a strong subject-specific point of view, without neglecting overall
developments and discussions,
• We think it us useful to have a division of responsibilities in RDM based on
complementary skills.
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2.2 Some of ZBW‘s activities in RDM
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Funded by:

• da|ra is the German DOI-registration agency for social and economic
data. da|ra is part of DataCite.
• Goals: Enable a stable and reliable citability of research data (most
often for large datasets in RDCs). Facilitate reuse and discovery of
datasets.
• Target group: Mainly economic research data centres & OA
journals.
• Partners: Jointly run by GESIS (social sciences) & ZBW (economics)
Some of our customers:

European Data Watch Extended

Funded by :

• Goals:
 Development and implementation of a software to support the management
of publication-related research data in economics journals (= software for a
data archive; similar to Dataverse).
 Analyses of the current state of data sharing in economic sciences.
 Analyses on data management practises of journals in economics and
business research.
 Advise of journal editors (data policies and data archives)
• Target group: Editors of scholarly journals, publishing houses.
• Partners: German Data Forum (RatSWD), Research Data Centre (RDCSOEP), Max Planck Institute for Competition and Innovation (MCIER)
 www.edawax.de (en) and www.journaldata.zbw.eu (en)
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Funded by :

SowiDataNet
 Goals:
 Development of a technical infrastructure (data repository) to discover and to
access institutionally created datasets (for quantitative data).
 Constitution of a research data association for economics and the social
sciences in Germany.
 Simple and low-threshold infrastructure component to store research data and
for long-term access to data.
 Target group: Institutional projects/research groups without personal and/or
financial resources for the archiving and documentation of self-compiled
datasets.
 Partners: DIW, GESIS, WZB, ZBW.

 www.sowidatanet.de (de)
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„Guidebook on Research Data“
 Goal: Give information and adivse in RDM
topics that are not part of universities‘ curricula.
 Target group: young academics & lecturers
 Content (27 pages A4):





What are useful sources to procure data?
How to cite research data?
How to document self-compiled datasets?
How and where to store these datasets?

 Partners: ZBW, GESIS, German Data Forum
 Version 2.0 released in Spring 2015.
 www.auffinden-zitieren-dokumentieren.de (de)
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3) SUMMARY AND LESSONS LEARNED
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3. Summary and lessons learned
•

In Germany, we observe a coexistence of activities by universities, non-university
research institutes and learned societies in RDM.

•

No coordinated approach yet, but many institutions are in a state of flux.

•

Fragmented RD-infrastructure: Good infrastructure for relevant studies (-> RDCs), but
poor support for RD created by projects and smaller institutions.

•

ZBW intends to support economists in RDM, especially in areas where currently no
services exist (triggered by expressed demands from the community).

(Some) lessons learned:
•

For developing suitable RDM-services, it is crucial to work close with the researchers!

•

Services and infrastructures must be low-threshold and must not interfere with the
researcher’s work.

•

The benefits of the support offered must be clearly visible and tangible.
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Panel discussion on data
sharing at the annual
meeting of the learned
society ‚German Economic
Association‘ (VfS)

EDaWaX-workshop with editors of
journals in economics and business
studies.

Thank you for your attention!

 Questions?

Sven Vlaeminck
ZBW – Leibniz-Information Centre for Economics
Hamburg / Germany
Tel.: +49 40 – 42834 419
Email: s.vlaeminck@zbw.eu

Credit: ‚Questions‘ by Oberazzi on flickr.com. License: CC-BY-SA-NC 2.0
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